
‘Le Monde brule' (the world burns). Graffiti written on a monument in Paris 

after the recent French elections where Macron was re-elected mainly because 

Le Pens was an even worse choice. It does have a ring of truth about it that the 

world is burning, or at least about to collapse, what with the Ukrainian war, 

inflation rising, fuel prices going through the roof, food banks inundated and 

the standard of living falling for the first time since World War 2. But it does 

make me realise during these troublesome times the importance of the arts 

which we ignore at our peril. Story-telling and art can be very therapeutic, 

putting a different slant on what is happening, alongside music which is a 

narrative in itself. 

I have just returned from Louise and Tony's house in Birmingham where I spent 

a delightful weekend making pleasant viola noises along with two other viola 

players around my age. What I rather undiplomatically call the ancient violist 

course. 

The weekend started off with individual lessons and then in the evening we 

were treated to a concert performed by three of Louise's students 

accompanied by Charles Matthews. First off was Carla playing Brahms E flat 

major sonata, followed by Alma with the Bartok Viola Concerto which I’d never 

really liked until I heard Alma play. Finally it was the turn of Yixin playing 

Rebecca Clarke's Viola Sonata. Thoroughly enjoyable, but what made it even 

better was the fact that I’ve had the privilege of travelling along with them on 

various courses seeing them expand their viola playing from what I thought 

was pretty good to the accomplished performers they now are. Lovely people 

too. But I think that is so true of most of the viola fraternity. It obviously 

attracts a thoughtful and considerate type of person. 

The next day was lessons again, viola ensembles, and a performance class 

which I found very helpful. It gives you a chance to play in front of others 

without the stress of playing to an audience and you often pick up invaluable 

hints from the person taking the performance class, in this case, Louise. 

In the evening we were treated to a fantastic and moving performance by the 

CBSO playing Mahler’s 5th Symphony alongside Mozart's 27th Piano Concerto. 

Magnificent hall as well. Amazing acoustics. 

The weekend finished with the three of us giving an informal concert to Louise 

and Tony's neighbours with the music we had been working on over the 

weekend. A lovely social occasion with some affirming as well. 



From the above comment you can see that the weekend was more than just 

music, if you can say ‘just’ music. During the pandemic we were starved of 

social interaction. I don’t think that Zoom, despite being a valuable tool, is 

quite the same as being able to meet face to face and make music together. 

The three of us jelled well, or at least I thought so, which makes for a pleasant 

time. Couldn't fault the hospitality, quality of the teaching, and as an extra 

bonus Tony's soothing presence in the background. Never tried him as a life 

coach but I reckon he would be very good at it. 

I can remember writing in an email re the course what I wanted to concentrate 

on during the weekend, and said that I wanted to face my demons with the 

Stanford Viola Sonata which was originally written for clarinet. I think it sounds 

better on the viola (sorry clarinettists), but those runs which clarinettists seem 

to play so well are rather tricky on a string instrument. Well, I think that I did 

face my demons. The performance was nowhere near perfect but I kept going 

despite some excruciatingly bad intonation. Formerly I would have broken 

down and refused to play any more. Maybe I’m starting to grow up a little. 

Tony very kindly said just remember the good bits and there were one or two. 

Something again I couldn't accept previously. Or maybe there weren't any 

good bits before! 

I’ve come to the conclusion that I concentrate far too much on myself and not 

the music. A good question to ask is why do we do it. I hope it's to bring 

pleasure to others with the by-product of bringing pleasure to ourselves as 

well. 

Have a good summer and happy viola playing! 

Janet Pazio  


